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Description

[0001] This invention relates to magnetic bodies having outstanding magnetic loss characteristics at high frequen-
cies, and more particularly to magnetic loss materials exhibiting outstanding complex permeability characteristics ef-
fective in suppressing spurious radiation that causes problems in active devices that operate at high speeds, high-
frequency electronic components, and electronic equipment, together with a manufacturing method therefor, and a
high-frequency current suppression body and suppression method using such magnetic loss materials.
[0002] The proliferation of highly integrated semiconductor devices that operate at high speed has been remarkable
in recent years. Examples include the random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), microprocessor
(MPU), central processing unit (CPU), image processing arithmetic logic unit (IPALU), and other logic circuit devices.
In these active devices, higher speeds are being achieved at a prodigious rate in terms of calculating speed and signal
processing speed, and the electrical signals propagated through the high-speed electronic circuits have become a
major cause of inductive and high-frequency noise because of the rapid voltage and current changes associated there-
with. Meanwhile, the trend toward lighter weight, thinner profile, and smaller size in electronic components and elec-
tronic equipment continues rapidly and unabatedly. In conjunction with that trend, the integration levels being achieved
in semiconductor devices and the higher electronic component mounting densities being realized in printed wiring
substrates are also remarkable. Accordingly, electronic devices and signal lines are integrated or mounted overly
densely so as to become extremely close to each other. As remarked earlier, the situation is now such that high-
frequency spurious radiation noise is easily induced in conjunction with the higher signal processing speeds being
achieved.
[0003] Problems with spurious radiation from power supply lines going to active devices in such recent electronic
integrated devices and wiring boards have been pointed out, against which such measures as the insertion of decou-
pling condensers or other concentrated constant components into the power lines have been implemented.
[0004] However, because the noise generated in higher speed implementations of electronic integrated devices and
wiring boards contains harmonic components, signal paths exhibit a distributed constant behavior, and situations have
arisen where measures against noise that presume conventional concentrated constant circuits are ineffective.
[0005] JP-A 11-243292 discloses the preamble portion of claim 1.
[0006] WO 00/19792 discloses a shield structure against a radio or magnetic wave. The structure is similar to the
preamble portion of claim 1 but does not contain a magnetic thin film.
[0007] JP-A 11-30797 also discloses, as the related art thereof, the preamble portion of claims. US-A 2002/0029893
is a corresponding document thereto but is a post-published document.
[0008] US 5,811,050 discloses an idea to build a shielding body by forming a conductive metallization layers on
surfaces of a thermoformable polymeric sheet by sputtering or vapor deposition.
[0009] Han S.H. et al.: "Soft magnetic Properties of Fe-(Si3N4, Al2O3) Thin Films", IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MAG-
NETICS, Vol.32, No.5, September 1996, p.4499-4501, discloses a magnetic thin film such as a granular film, which is
used as a material of an inductor or a transformer.
[0010] EP-A-0 877 394 discloses a composite magnetic tape constituted of a thin film formed by dispersing soft
magnetic powder into an organic binder.
[0011] It is an object of the present invention to provide sheet-form high-frequency current suppression bodies that
comprise magnetic material effective in countering spurious radiation from semiconductor devices and electronic cir-
cuits that operate at high speeds, as described above.
[0012] It is a special object of the present invention, moreover, is to provide a high-frequency current suppression
body that comprises magnetic loss material exhibiting a large magnetic loss factor µ" wherewith effective measures
against spurious radiation can be implemented with a magnetic body of smaller volume.
[0013] According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a high-frequency current suppression body
as defined in claim 1.
[0014] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a high-frequency current suppression
body formation method is obtained with which a magnetic thin film as defined in claim 1 formed on one surface of a
peelable sheet-form substrate is placed on an object, and by applying a pressure from the substrate side thereof, the
portion of the magnetic thin film where the pressure is applied is transferred onto that object.

Fig. 1 is a front sectional view of a high-frequency current suppression body in a first embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 2 is a diagram that helps describe the method of using the high-frequency current suppression body dia-
grammed in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a diagram that helps describe the method of using the high-frequency current suppression body dia-
grammed in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a front sectional view of a high-frequency current suppression body according to a second embodiment
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of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a diagram that helps describe the method of using the high-frequency current suppression body dia-
grammed in Fig. 4;
Fig. 6 is a front sectional view of a high-frequency current suppression body according to a third embodiment of
the present invention;
Figs. 7A, 7B, and 7C are diagrams that help describe the method of using the high-frequency current suppression
body diagrammed in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 is a simplified diagram of the configuration of an apparatus for forming a granular magnetic thin film;
Fig. 9 is a graph of an example of the frequency dependence of the µ" of a sample 1 based on an embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a graph of an example of the frequency dependence of µ" affecting a comparative sample 1;
Fig. 11 is a diagonal view of a measurement system for observing the suppression effects of a high-frequency
current suppression body consisting of magnetic loss material based on the present invention;
Fig. 12A is a graph of the transmission characteristic (S21) of sample 1 based on an embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 12B is a graph of the transmission characteristic (S21) of a composite magnetic body sheet that is a compar-
ative sample;
Fig. 13 is a diagram of an equivalent circuit for a magnetic body based on an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 14A is a graph of R values calculated from the transmission characteristic of sample 1, according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
Fig. 14B is a graph of R values calculated from the transmission characteristic of a composite magnetic body sheet
that is a comparative sample.

[0015] The history of the present invention will be described prior to describing embodiments of the present invention.
[0016] The inventors have previously invented a composite magnetic body exhibiting large magnetic loss at high
frequencies, and discovered a method wherewith the generation of spurious radiation from the semiconductor devices
and electronic circuits noted earlier, etc., is effectively suppressed by deploying the composite magnetic body in the
vicinity of a spurious radiation source. It is known from recent research on the active mechanism of spurious radiation
attenuation using such magnetic loss that such arises due to the impartation of equivalent resistance components to
the electronic circuits constituting sources of spurious radiation. Here, the size of the equivalent resistance component
is dependent on the size of the magnetic loss factor µ" of the magnetic body. More specifically, the size of the resistance
component is equivalently inserted in an electronic circuit and is roughly proportional to µ" and the thickness of the
magnetic body when the area of the magnetic body is constant. Accordingly, a larger µ" becomes necessary in order
to obtain a desired spurious radiation attenuation with a smaller or thinner magnetic body.
[0017] For example, in order to effect measures against spurious radiation using a magnetic loss body in a miniscule
region, such as in the interior of a semiconductor device mold, an extremely large value for the magnetic loss factor
becomes necessary, whereupon magnetic bodies having significantly larger µ" than conventional magnetic loss ma-
terials have been sought.
[0018] The inventors, in the course of their research on soft magnetic materials using sputtering or vapor deposition
methods, took note of the outstanding permeability of granular magnetic bodies wherein very fine magnetic metal
particles are diffused uniformly in a non-magnetic body such as a ceramic, and conducted research on the microstruc-
tures of magnetic metal particles and the non-magnetic bodies surrounding them. As a result, the inventors discovered
that outstanding magnetic loss characteristics are obtained in high-frequency regions when the concentration of mag-
netic metal particles in a granular magnetic body is within a certain range. Much research has been done to date on
granular magnetic bodies having M-X-Y compositions, where M is a magnetic metal element, Y is either O, N, or F,
and X is an element other than M or Y, and it is known that these are low-loss and exhibit large saturation magnetization.
In these M-X-Y granular magnetic bodies, the size of the saturation magnetization is dependent on the volume ratio
accounted for by the M component. Therefore, the ratio of the M component must be made high to obtain large saturation
magnetization. For that reason, the ratio of the M component in an M-X-Y granular magnetic body for an ordinary
application, such as use as a magnet core in a high-frequency inductor device or transformer or the like, has been
limited to a range wherewith a saturation magnetization of roughly 80% or greater can be realized for the saturation
magnetization of the bulk metal magnetic body consisting exclusively of the M component.
[0019] The inventors studied the ratio of the M component in granular magnetic bodies having the M-X-Y composition,
where M is a magnetic metal element, Y is either O, N, or F, and X is an element other than M or Y, across a wide
range, and discovered, as a result, that, with every composition system, large magnetic loss is exhibited in high-fre-
quency regions when the magnetic metal M is present within a specific concentration range.
[0020] The highest region where the M component exhibits a saturation magnetization of 80% or greater relative to
the saturation magnetization of a bulk metal magnetic body consisting exclusively of the M component is the M-X-Y
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granular magnetic body region of low loss at high saturation magnetization that has been widely researched for some
time. Materials in this region are used in high-frequency micromagnetic devices, such as the high-frequency inductors
mentioned above, because the values of the real-part permeability (µ') and the saturation magnetization are both large,
but the ratio accounted for by the X-Y component that affects electrical resistance is small, wherefore electric resistivity
is also small. For that reason, when the film thickness becomes thin, the permeability at high frequencies deteriorates
in conjunction with the development of eddy current loss in the high-frequency region, wherefore these materials are
unsuitable for use in comparatively thick magnetic films such as are used to suppress noise. In the region for the M
component ratio exhibiting a saturation magnetization of 80% or less but 60% or more of the saturation magnetization
of a bulk metal magnetic body consisting of only the M component, the electric resistivity is comparatively large at
roughly 100 µΩ·cm or greater. Therefore, even if the thickness of the material is on the order of several µm, the loss
due to eddy currents is small, and almost all of the magnetic loss will be due to natural resonance. For that reason,
the frequency dispersion width for the magnetic loss factor µ" will become narrow, wherefore such materials are suitable
for anti-noise measures, i.e. high-frequency current suppression, in narrow-band frequency ranges. In the region for
the M component ratio exhibiting a saturation magnetization that is 60% or less but 35% or greater of the saturation
magnetization of a bulk metal magnetic body consisting solely of the M component, the electric resistivity will be even
larger, at roughly 500 µΩ·cm or greater, so the loss due to eddy currents will be extremely small, and, because the
magnetic interaction between M component becomes small, spin thermal disturbance becomes large, and quivering
develops in the frequency where natural resonance occurs. As a consequence, the magnetic loss factor µ" will come
to exhibit a large value across a broad range. Accordingly, this composition region is suitable for wide-band high-
frequency current suppression.
[0021] In regions where the M component ratio is even smaller than in the region of the present invention, on the
other hand, super-normal magnetism will occur because the magnetic interaction between M components will hardly
appear at all.
[0022] When a magnetic loss material is deployed immediately adjacent to an electronic circuit and high-frequency
current is to be suppressed, the material design standard is given by the product of the magnetic loss factor µ" and
the thickness δ of the magnetic loss material, that is, µ"·δ, and, in order to effectively suppress the high-frequency
current at a frequency of several hundreds of MHz, the rough requirement will be µ"·δ ≥ 1000 (µm). Accordingly, with
a magnetic loss material exhibiting µ" = 1000, a thickness of 1 µm or greater becomes necessary, whereupon a material
of low electrical resistance susceptible to eddy current loss is not suitable, but what is suitable is a composition where-
with the electric resistivity becomes 100 µΩcm or greater, that is, in the composition system of the present invention,
the M component ratio is in a region where a saturation magnetization is exhibited that is 80% or lower than the satu-
ration magnetization of a bulk metal magnetic body consisting solely of the M component and super-normal magnetism
is not manifest, that is, a region exhibiting a saturation magnetization that is 35% or greater relative to the saturation
magnetization of the bulk metal magnetic body consisting solely of the M component.
[0023] The inventors studied configurations wherewith, when applying such magnetic materials, it is possible to
deploy them more easily and simply at the desired site, and thus arrived at the present invention.
[0024] Embodiments of the present invention are now described.
[0025] Referring to Fig. 1, a high-frequency current suppression body 15 has a granular magnetic thin film 19 con-
sisting of FeαAlβOγ formed on one surface of either a synthetic resin sheet or film substrate 17 by sputtering. On top
of the granular magnetic thin film 19, a synthetic resin coating 21 is provided for peeling away and reinforcing the
granular magnetic thin film. On the other surface of the substrate 17, meanwhile, a bonding adhesive or pressure-
sensitive adhesive layer 23 consisting of rubber of a synthetic resin or the like and, formed thereon, a peel-away sheet
or removal sheet 25 are respectively provided. Here, the synthetic resin sheet or film substrate 17 may consist of any
synthetic resin, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyester ether ketone (PEEK), or polyimide, etc., so long
as it is not deformed during sputtering processing or vapor deposition. For the bonding adhesive used for the bonding
adhesive or pressure-sensitive adhesive layer 23, a solvent system or emulsion system resin, such as an acrylic acid
ester, polyvinyl ether, polyvinyl acetate, polystyrene, or polyvinyl butyral resin can be used. For the tacky adhesive,
those same resins to which a tackifier containing rosin or a derivative thereof, terpene resin or other terpene derivative,
and a cyclopentadiene, styrene, phenol, xylene, or coumarone-indene resin, or a silicone, polyurethane, fluorine, or
acrylic rubber may be used, with that wherein fire-retardant, insulative, flexible silicone rubber is used being particularly
preferable, but any bonding adhesive or tacky adhesive whatever can be used which has sufficient adhesive strength
not to peel away from the synthetic resin sheet or film substrate configuring the substrate 17.
[0026] For the peel-away sheet 25, either a surface-treated paper or resin or the like can be used so long as it can
be easily peeled away from the adhesive surface. And for the synthetic resin coating 21, anything can be used so long
as it forms a comparatively elastic synthetic resin layer when applied and dried. Alternatively, a thermoplastic resin
sheet may be pressed on under heat.
[0027] , Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, the peel-away sheet 25 is formed on one surface side of the high-frequency
current suppression body 15 having a predetermined size. After the peel-away sheet 25 is peeled away, the high-
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frequency current suppression body 15 is adhesively applied at the desired site.
[0028] In the example diagrammed in Fig. 3, a high-frequency current suppression body 27 is applied so as to cover
the entire surface of mounted components 31 such as ICs or LSIs that have been mounted on a substrate 29.
[0029] The high-frequency current suppression body 27 can also be applied to strip lines or jumper lines (not shown).
[0030] Thus, by applying the high-frequency current suppression body 15, it is possible to suppress spurious elec-
tromagnetic radiation that is a source of noise and to suppress high-frequency noise from the outside.
[0031] In the first embodiment noted above, what is used for the granular magnetic thin film 19 is represented by
Feα-Alβ-Oγ, but, in the present invention, it is sufficient to use a magnetic body the composition whereof is expressed
by the general formula M-X-Y, and the present invention is not limited to or by the first embodiment described in the
foregoing. Also, either one or both of the substrate 17 or surface protection layer 25 may be omitted if it is easy to handle,
[0032] Referring to Fig. 4, a high-frequency current suppression body 33 according to a second embodiment of the
present invention has a granular magnetic thin film 19 consisting of Feα-Alβ-Oγ formed by sputtering on one surface
of a synthetic resin sheet or film substrate 35. On top of the granular magnetic thin film 19, a synthetic resin substrate
37 is formed by applying and drying which has a similar composition. Adhesive layers 39 and 41 are deployed on each
surface. On the adhesive layers 39 and 41, peel-away sheets 43 and 45 are severally deployed. Accordingly, the high-
frequency current suppression body 33 is formed which has an adhesive layer on both sides thereof. For the synthetic
resin layers 43 and 45 and the adhesive layers 39 and 41, the same materials as were used in the first embodiment
can be used.
[0033] As diagrammed in Fig. 5, when this is used, the peel-away sheets of the high-frequency current suppression
body 33 are peeled away and electronic components 49 and 51 are joined together. Thus, by deploying a high- fre-
quency current suppression main body 47 between electronic components that each generate high-frequency noise,
mutual interference and the like between electronic components can be prevented by suppressing spurious electro-
magnetic radiation, and high-frequency noise from the outside can also be suppressed.
[0034] In the second embodiment described in the foregoing, furthermore, Feα-Alβ-Oγ was used for the granular
magnetic thin film 19, but, in the present invention, any magnetic body expressed by the general formula M-X-Y may
be used, and the present invention is not limited to or by the second embodiment. Also, either one or both of the
substrates 35 and 37 may be omitted if it is easy to handle.
[0035] Referring to Fig. 6, a high-frequency current suppression body 53 according to a third embodiment of the
present invention has a peel-away substrate 55 made of a carrier tape or the like, a granular magnetic film 57 deployed
on that peel-away substrate 55, and a pressure-sensitive adhesive layer 59 deployed on the granular magnetic film
57. A peel-away sheet 61 is provided to prevent tackiness. For the pressure-sensitive adhesive layer 59, substances
like those exemplified in the first embodiment can be used.
[0036] As diagrammed in Fig. 7A, when using the high-frequency current suppression body 53, the peel-away sheet
61 has been removed from the surface of the high-frequency current suppression body 53. Thereafter, the surface of
the high-frequency current suppression body 53 is positioned so as to face the desired surface of a substrate 67. As
diagrammed in Fig. 7B, pressure is applied with a punch 65 from the surface on the back side from the facing surface.
Thereupon, as diagrammed in Fig. 7C, the adhesive layer 59 and the granular magnetic thin film 57 formed superim-
posed thereon separate together from the peel-away substrate 55, according to the shape of the pressing punch 65,
and adhere to the substrate 67 as a high-frequency current suppression body film 69. Thus a high-frequency current
suppression body of the desired shape can be formed at a desired site.
[0037] In the third embodiment of the present invention, moreover, the peel-away substrate 55 was used, but it is
also permissible to provide the punch 65 with a heating mechanism, effect heating and fusion when applying pressure,
solidifying the resulting fused resin, and adhesively applying the granular magnetic thin film, without providing the
adhesive layer 59 and peel-away sheet 61.
[0038] This may be something having rubber or synthetic resin exhibiting tackiness between the peel-away substrate
55 and the granular magnetic thin film 57, in which case there is no need to provide the punch 57 with a heating
mechanism.
[0039] The structure of the granular magnetic body M-X-Y used in the embodiments of the present invention is now
described, together with a specific example of a manufacturing method therefor, making reference to Fig. 8.
[0040] Referring to Fig. 8, a sputtering apparatus 71 has a target sample table platform 77 and board 79 inside a
vacuum chamber 75 capable of having the air therein exhausted by a vacuum pump 73. The target sample platform
77 is connected to an RF power supply 81 from the outside. On the target sample platform 77 are a target 83 and chips
85 placed thereon. Between the target sample platform 77 and the board 79 is deployed a shutter 87 so as to cover
the board 79. Symbol 89 designates a gas supply unit for supplying gas to the inside of the chamber.
[0041] A manufacturing example will be next described.
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(Sample 1)

[0042] Using the apparatus diagrammed in Fig. 8, a granular magnetic thin film was fabricated on the glass board
79 by sputtering, under the conditions noted below in Table 1. The sputtered film obtained thereby was subjected to a
heat treatment in a vacuum magnetic field for 2 hours at 300°C to yield sample 1.
[0043] When this sample 1 was subjected to fluoroscopic x-ray analysis, the i composition of the film was found to
be Fe72Al11O17. The film thickness in sample 1 was 2.0 µm, the DC resistivity was 530 µΩ·cm, Hk was 1422 A/m, Ms
was 1.68 T, and the relative bandwidth bwr was 148%. The relative bandwidth bwr is obtained by extracting a frequency
bandwidth between two frequencies at which the value of µ" is 50% of the maximum µ"max and normalizing the fre-
quency bandwidth at the center frequency thereof. The value of the ratio between the saturation magnetization of
sample 1 and the saturation magnetization of a metal magnetic body consisting solely of the M component was 72.2%.

[0044] In order to verify the magnetic loss characteristics of the sample, the µ-f characteristic was investigated.
Measuring the µ-f characteristic is done by inserting the sample into a detection coil fashioned in a ribbon shape, and
measuring the impedance while applying a bias magnetic field. Thus the frequency characteristics of the magnetic loss
factor µ" are obtained.

(Comparative Sample 1)

[0045] Comparative sample 1 was obtained by the same method and under the same conditions as sample 1 except
in that the number of Al2O3 chips was made 90.
[0046] When the comparative sample 1 so obtained was subjected to fluoroscopic x-ray analysis, the composition
of the film was found to be Fe86Al6O8. The film thickness was 1.2 µm, the DC resistivity in comparative sample 1 was
74 µΩ·cm, the anisotropic magnetic field was 1738 A/m, and Ms was 1.88 T. The ratio between the saturation mag-
netization of comparative sample 1 and the saturation magnetization of a metal magnetic body consisting solely of the
M component, that is, the value of {Ms(M-X-Y)/Ms(M)} 3 100, was 85.7%.
[0047] Referring to Fig. 9, in the µ"-f characteristic for sample 1 of the present invention, the peak is very high, and
the dispersion is sharp, with the resonant frequency high in the neighborhood of 700 MHz.
[0048] Referring to Fig. 10, in the µ"-f characteristic, comparative sample 1 exhibits a large µ", reflecting the fact that
the saturation magnetization Ms is large. However, because the resistance value of this sample is low, eddy current
losses are generated as the frequency rises. Thus it is evident that a deterioration in the permeability (magnetic loss
characteristic) has developed from the low-frequency region, and that the permeability characteristics have become
poor at high frequencies.
[0049] It will be seen from these results that the magnetic body in sample 1 of the present invention exhibits very
high magnetic loss characteristics in high-frequency regions.
[0050] Next will be described tests done to verify noise suppression effectiveness using the sample(s) obtained with
the embodiments of the present invention.
[0051] Using the measurement system diagrammed in Fig. 11 to verify noise suppression effectiveness, and using
a high-frequency current suppression body comprising the granular magnetic thin film of sample 1 having the perme-
ability characteristic diagrammed in Figs. 4 and 5, formed in a square 20 mm on a side, with a film thickness of 2.0
µm, that was placed directly above a microstrip line having a line length of 75 mm and a characteristic impedance of
50 Ω, and the transmission characteristics between 2 Ports were determined using a network analyzer (HP 8753D).
[0052] In Table 2, the permeability characteristics for the high-frequency current suppression body sheet of the gran-
ular magnetic thin film sample 1 are given together with the characteristics for a composite magnetic body sheet of the
same area consisting of flat Sendust powder and a polymer used as a

Table 1

Vacuum degree before deposition < 1 x 10-6 Torr (= 1.33 x 10-4 Pa)

Atmosphere upon deposition Ar

Power Supply RF

Target Fe (Diameter φ: 100mm)
+

Al2O3 chip (120 pieces)
(Chip size: 5mm x 5mm x 2mm t)
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comparative sample. The µ" of the granular magnetic thin film sample 1 exhibits a dispersion in the sub-microwave
band, with a size µ"max = approximately 1800 in the vicinity of 700 MHz. This is some 600 times larger than the µ" of
the comparative sample that exhibits µ" dispersion in the same band. Furthermore, the relative bandwidth is small
compared to that of the comparative sample, from which it is seen that this is a narrow band. When high-frequency
currents are suppressed by deploying a magnetic loss material immediately next to a noise transmission path and
imparting an equivalent resistance component to the transmission path, it is believed that the level of suppression
effect will be roughly proportional to the product of the size of µ" and the thickness of the magnetic body (µ"·δ), wherefore,
when comparing suppression effects, a composite magnetic body sheet wherein δ = 1.0 mm at µ" 6 3 such that the
value of µ"·δ will be on the same order was used as the comparative example.
[0053] More specifically, as diagrammed in Fig. 11, the high-frequency current suppression body sheet was deployed
directly over the conductor of a microstrip line 95 as indicated by the broken line 97, and the changes in the transmission
characteristic S21 were determined. In Fig. 11, the symbol 99 designates a coaxial line.
[0054] In Figs. 12A and 12B, the S21 characteristics are plotted when deploying, respectively, the high-frequency
current suppression body sheet of the granular magnetic thin film sample 1 and the composite magnetic body sheet.
With the deployment of the granular magnetic thin film sample 1, the S21 characteristic decreases at and above 100
MHz, then increases after exhibiting an extremely small value of -10 dB near 2 HGz. In the case of the composite
magnetic body sheet, on the other hand, the S21 characteristic simply decreases from several hundreds of MHz on,
exhibiting approximately -10 dB at 3 GHz. These results indicate both that the S21 transmission characteristic is de-
pendent on the µ" dispersion of the magnetic body, and that the level of the suppression effect is dependent on the
µ"·δ product. Thereupon, the magnetic body was assumed to be a dimension λ distribution constant line, such as
diagrammed in Fig. 13, and, after finding the equivalent circuit constant per unit length (∆λ) from the transmission
characteristics S11 and S21, the equivalent circuit constant was calculated to be converted to the sample dimension
(λ). As in this study, when a magnetic body is placed above a microstrip line. The changes in transmission characteristic
are mainly due to the equivalent resistance component that is added in series, the equivalent resistance R was found,
and the frequency dependency thereof was investigated.
[0055] Referring to Figs. 14A and 14B, in the frequency variation in the equivalent resistance R in the present in-
vention and in the composite magnetic body sheet that is the comparative sample, in both cases, the equivalent re-
sistance R simply increases in the sub-microwave band, becoming several tens of Ω at 3 GHz. The frequency depend-
ency of the equivalent resistance R appears to have a different trend from that of the frequency dispersion of µ" that
becomes extremely large in the vicinity of 1 GHz, in both cases, but this is thought to be a result of reflecting the fact
that, in addition to the µ"·δ product noted earlier, the ratio of the sample dimensions to the wavelength increases simply.
[0056] In the embodiments of the present invention, manufacturing examples are indicated that are based on sput-
tering or vacuum vapor deposition procedures, but such manufacturing methods as ion beam vapor deposition or gas
deposition may also be used, and there is no limit on the method so long as it is one wherewith the magnetic loss
material of the present invention can be uniformly effected.
[0057] In the embodiments of the present invention, moreover, this is an as deposition film, but the performance and
characteristics can be altered after film fabrication by performing a heat treatment in a vacuum magnetic field.
[0058] Based on the foregoing, it is evident that the samples of the present invention that exhibit µ" dispersion in the
sub-microwave band exhibit a high-frequency current suppression effect equivalent to that of a composite magnetic
body sheet having a thickness that is approximately 500 times greater, and that such are promising as materials used
to minimize EMI, between electronic components comprising semiconductor integrated devices and the like that op-
erate with a high-speed clock running near 1 GHz and electronic components mutually susceptible to interference, and
in electronic components and circuit devices and the like that use high frequencies.
[0059] The granular magnetic films described in the foregoing relate only to FeαAlβ Oγ, but it is evident that the
granular magnetic thin film of the present invention can elicit the same effects even if, instead thereof, the components
of the magnetic body with the general formula M-X-Y are such that M is Ni, Fe, or Co, the X component is C, B, Si, Al,
Mg, Ti, Zn, Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta, or a rare earth, or, alternatively, a mixture of those, and the Y component is F, N, or O, or,
alternatively, a mixture of those.
[0060] The film forming method used in the embodiments described in the foregoing was sputtering, but other meth-

Table 2

Permeability Characteristics

Granular Magnetic Thin Film Composite Magnetic Sheet

µ"/700MHz about 1800 about 3.0

bwr 148 196
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ods such as vapor deposition or the like can also be employed. In addition, such manufacturing methods as ion beam
deposition or gas deposition may also be used. There is no limitation on the method so long as it is one wherewith the
granular magnetic thin film of the present invention can be realized uniformly.
[0061] Based on the present invention, as described in the foregoing, it is possible to provide a high-frequency current
suppression body having a magnetic thin film exhibiting outstanding high-frequency magnetic loss characteristics ex-
tremely effective in eliminating interference caused by electromagnetic noise or spurious electromagnetic radiation
from circuit boards using electronic components and/or high frequencies.

Claims

1. A high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) having a sheet shape and comprising a substrate (17, 35,
37, 55) composed of a synthetic resin, a magnetic thin film (19, 57) deposited on a surface of the substrate and
an adhesive layer or pressure-sensitive adhesive layer (23, 39, 41, 59) on another surface of the substrate or a
surface of the magnetic thin film,

wherein said magnetic thin film (19, 57) has a thickness within a range of 0.3 µm to 20 µm and substantially
consists of a magnetic loss material having an M-X-Y composition, where M is at least one of Fe, Co, and Ni, Y is
at least one of F, N, and O, and X is at least one element other than M or Y, said M component exists in a granular
form dispersed in the matrix of said X-Y compound, said magnetic loss material having a saturation magnetization
within a range of 35% to 80% of saturation magnetization of metal magnetic body consisting solely of M component
and a maximum value µ"max of an imaginary part µ" of relative permeability in a frequency range of 100 MHz to
10 GHz

2. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47) according to claim 1, wherein said adhesive layer or pres-
sure-sensitive adhesive layer (23, 39, 41) is provided on one surface of said magnetic thin film (19) with said
substrate (17, 37, 35) interposed therebetween.

3. The high-frequency current suppression body (63) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said magnetic thin film (57)
is provided on one surface of the substrate (55) so that said magnetic thin film can be peeled away from said
substrate.

4. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) according to one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said magnetic
loss material (19, 57) is a thin-film magnetic body fabricated by a sputtering or vapor deposition method.

5. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) according to one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the saturation
magnetization of said magnetic loss material (19, 57) is in a range of 80% to 60% of saturation magnetization of
metal magnetic body consisting solely of M component, and/or

wherein said magnetic loss material exhibits a DC electric resistivity in a range of 100 µΩ·cm to 700 µΩ·cm,
and/or

wherein said X component in said magnetic loss material consists of at least one of C, B, Si, Al, Mg, Ti, Zn,
Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta, and rare earth elements, and/or

wherein mean particle diameter of particle M component having said granular form is in a range of 1 nm to
40 nm, and/or

wherein said magnetic loss material (27, 47, 63) exhibits an anisotropic magnetic field Hk of 4.74 3 104 A/
m or less.

6. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) according to claim 5, wherein a relative bandwidth bwr
is not greater than 200% where the relative bandwidth bwr is obtained by extracting a frequency bandwidth between
two frequencies at which the value of µ" is 50% of the maximum µ"max and normalizing the frequency bandwidth
at the center frequency thereof.

7. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) according to claim 5 or 6, wherein said magnetic loss
material (19, 57) has a composition represented by general formula Feα-Alβ-Oγ, or

wherein said magnetic loss material has a composition represented by general formula Feα-Siβ-Oγ.

8. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) according to one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said magnetic
loss material has the saturation magnetization within a range of 60% to 35% of saturation magnetization of metal
magnetic body consisting solely of M component, and/or
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wherein said magnetic loss material (19, 57) exhibits a DC electric resistivity value larger than 500 µΩ·cm,
and/or

wherein said X component in said magnetic loss material consists of at least one of C, B, Si, Al, Mg, Ti, Zn,
Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta, and rare earth elements, and/or

wherein mean particle diameter of particle M component having said granular form is in a range of 1 nm to
40 nm, and/or

wherein said magnetic loss material (27, 47, 63) exhibits an anisotropic magnetic field Hk of 4.74 3 104 A/
m or less.

9. The high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) according to claim 8, wherein a relative bandwidth bwr
is not smaller than 150% where the relative bandwidth bwr is obtained by extracting a frequency bandwidth between
two frequencies at which the value of µ" is 50% of the maximum µ"max and normalizing the frequency bandwidth
at the center frequency thereof.

10. An electric circuit comprising a high-frequency current suppression body (27, 47, 63) cited in claim 8 and deployed
either in tight contact with or in close proximity to the electric circuit.

11. A method of mounting a high-frequency current suppression body (63) claimed in claim 3, on an object by applying
a pressure from said substrate side thereof, wherein the portion of said magnetic thin film (57) where the pressure
is applied is transferred to said object.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63), der eine Blattform besitzt und ein Substrat (17, 35,
37, 55) aufweist, das aus Kunstharz zusammengesetzt ist, einen magnetischen Dünnfilm (19, 57), der auf einer
Oberfläche des Substrats abgelagert ist, und eine Klebeschicht oder eine druckempfindliche Klebeschicht (23, 39,
41, 59) auf der anderen Oberfläche des Substrats oder einer Oberfläche des magnetischen Dünnfilms,

wobei der magnetische Dünnfilm (19, 57) eine Dicke in einem Bereich von 0,3 µm bis 20 µm besitzt und im
wesentlichen aus einem magnetischen Verlustmaterial besteht, das eine M-X-Y-Zusammensetzung besitzt, wobei
M aus wenigstens einem Bestandteil von Fe, Co und Ni besteht, Y aus wenigstens einem Bestandteil von F, N
und O besteht, und X aus wenigstens einem anderen Element als M oder Y besteht, wobei die M-Komponente in
einer körnigen Form vorliegt, die in der Matrix des X-Y-Gemisches verteilt ist, wobei das magnetische Verlustma-
terial eine magnetische Sättigung im Bereich von 35% bis 80% der magnetischen Sättigung eines metallischen
magnetischen Körpers besitzt, der ausschließlich aus der M-Komponente besteht, und einen Maximalwert µ"max
eines imaginären Teils µ" einer relativen Permeabilität in einem Frequenzbereich von 100 MHz bis 10 GHz besitzt.

2. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Klebeschicht oder die druck-
empfindliche Klebeschicht (23, 39, 41) auf einer Oberfläche des magnetischen Dünnfilms (19) vorgesehen ist,
wobei das Substrat (17, 37, 35) dazwischen liegt.

3. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (63) gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der magnetische Dünnfilm (57)
auf einer Oberfläche des Substrats (55) vorgesehen ist, so daß der magnetische Dünnfilm von dem Substrat
abgezogen werden kann.

4. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63) gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das magne-
tische Verlustmaterial (19, 57) ein magnetischer Dünnfilmkörper ist, der durch ein Sputter- oder Bedampfungs-
Verfahren erzeugt wird.

5. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63) gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die magneti-
sche Sättigung des magnetischen Verlustmaterials (19, 57) in einem Bereich von 80% bis 60% einer magnetischen
Sättigung eines metallischen magnetischen Körpers liegt, der ausschließlich aus der M-Komponente besteht, und/
oder

wobei das magnetische Verlustmaterial einen elektrischen DC-Widerstand in einem Bereich von 100 µΩ·cm
bis 700 µΩ·cm aufweist, und/oder

wobei die X-Komponente in dem magnetischen Verlustmaterial aus wenigstens einem Bestandteil von C, B,
Si, Al, Mg, Ti, Zn, Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta und seltenen Erdelementen besteht, und/oder

wobei der mittlere Partikeldurchmesser des Partikels der M-Komponente, der die körnige Form besitzt, in
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einem Bereich von 1 nm bis 40 nm liegt, und/oder
wobei das magnetische Verlustmaterial (27, 47, 63) ein anisotropes Magnetfeld Hk von 4,74 x 104 A/m oder

weniger aufweist.

6. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63) gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei eine relative Bandbreite bwr
nicht größer als 200% ist, wobei die relative Bandbreite bwr durch Extrahieren einer Frequenzbandbreite zwischen
zwei Frequenzen, bei denen der Wert µ" 50% von dem Maximalwert µ"max beträgt, und durch Normieren der
Frequenzbandbreite in dessen Mittelfrequenz, erhalten wird.

7. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63) gemäß Anspruch 5 oder 6, wobei das magnetische Ver-
lustmaterial (19, 57) eine Zusammensetzung besitzt, die durch die allgemeine Formel Feα-Alβ-Oγ dargestellt wird,
oder

wobei das magnetische Verlustmaterial eine Zusammensetzung besitzt, die durch die allgemeine Formel
Feα-Siβ-Oγ dargestellt wird.

8. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63) gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das magne-
tische Verlustmaterial die magnetische Sättigung in einem Bereich von 60% bis 35% der magnetischen Sättigung
des metallischen magnetischen Körpers besitzt, der ausschließlich aus der M-Komponente besteht, und/oder

wobei das magnetische Verlustmaterial (19, 57) einen elektrischen DC-Widerstandswert besitzt, der größer
als 500 µΩ·cm ist, und/oder

wobei die X-Komponente in dem magnetischen Verlustmaterial aus wenigstens einem Bestandteil aus C, B,
Si, Al, Mg, Ti, Zn, Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta und seltenen Erdmetallen besteht, und/oder

wobei der Durchschnittspartikeldurchmesser des Partikels einer M-Komponente, die die körnige Form be-
sitzt, in einem Bereich von 1 nm bis 40 nm liegt, und/oder

wobei das magnetische Verlustmaterial (27, 47, 63) ein anisotropes Magnetfeld Hk von 4,74 x 104 A/m oder
weniger besitzt.

9. Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63) gemäß Anspruch 8, wobei eine relative Bandbreite bwr
nicht kleiner als 150% ist, wobei die relative Bandbreite bwr durch Extrahieren einer Frequenzbandbreite zwischen
zwei Frequenzen, bei denen der Wert µ" 50% des maximalen µ"max beträgt, und durch Normieren der Frequenz-
bandbreite in deren Mittelfrequenz, erhalten wird.

10. Elektrische Schaltung, die einen Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörper (27, 47, 63), wie er in Anspruch 8
zitiert wurde, aufweist, und entweder in engem Kontakt oder in nächster Nähe zu der elektronischen Schaltung
eingesetzt wird.

11. Ein Verfahren zum Befestigen eines Hochfrequenz-Stromunterdrückungskörpers (63), der in Anspruch 3 bean-
sprucht wird, auf einen Gegenstand, durch Aufbringen eines Drucks von dessen Substratseite her, wobei der Teil
des magnetischen Dünnfilms (27), auf den der Druck aufgebracht wird, auf den Gegenstand übertragen wird.

Revendications

1. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) ayant la forme d'une feuille et comprenant un substrat
(17, 35, 37, 55) composé d'une résine synthétique, d'un film magnétique mince (19, 57) déposé sur une surface
du substrat et d'une couche d'adhésif ou d'une couche d'adhésif sensible à la pression (23, 39, 41, 59) sur une
autre surface du substrat ou sur une surface du film magnétique mince,
caractérisé en ce que
le film magnétique mince (19, 57) présente une épaisseur comprise dans une gamme allant de 0,3 µm à 20 µm,
et est essentiellement constitué d'un matériau magnétique doux présentant une composition M-X-Y, M est au
moins un élément parmi le Fe, le Co et le Ni, Y est au moins un élément parmi le F, le N et l'O, et X est au moins
un élément autre que M ou Y, le composant M existant sous une forme granulaire dispersée dans la matrice du
composé X-Y, le matériau magnétique doux présentant une magnétisation de saturation comprise à l'intérieur de
la gamme allant de 35 % à 80 % de la magnétisation de saturation du blindage magnétique métallique constitué
uniquement du composant M, et une valeur maximum µ"max d'une partie imaginaire µ" de perméabilité relative
dans une gamme de fréquences allant de 100 MHz à 10 GHz.

2. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47) selon la revendication 1,
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caractérisé en ce que
la couche d'adhésif ou la couche d'adhésif sensible à la pression (23, 39, 41) est déposée sur une première surface
du film magnétique mince (19) avec le substrat (17, 37, 35) interposé entre les deux.

3. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (63) selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
caractérisé en ce que
le film magnétique mince (57) est déposé sur une première surface du substrat (55), de telle sorte que le film
magnétique mince puisse être décollé du substrat.

4. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3,
caractérisé en ce que
le matériau magnétique doux (19, 57) est un blindage magnétique à film mince fabriqué en employant une méthode
de vaporisation ou de dépôt de vapeur.

5. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4,
caractérisé en ce que
la magnétisation de saturation du matériau magnétique doux (19, 57) est comprise dans une gamme allant de 80
% à 60 % de la magnétisation de saturation du blindage magnétique métallique constitué uniquement du compo-
sant M, et/ou
le matériau magnétique doux présente une résistivité électrique en courant continu comprise dans une gamme
allant de 100 µΩ·cm à 700 µΩ·cm, et/ou
le composant X dans le matériau magnétique doux est constitué d'au moins un élément parmi C, B, Si, Al, Mg, Ti,
Zn, Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta et des éléments des terres rares, et/ou
le diamètre moyen de particule du composant particulaire M se présentant sous la forme granulaire est compris
dans une gamme allant de 1 nm à 40 nm, et/ou
le matériau magnétique doux (27, 47, 63) présente un champ magnétique anisotrope Hk égal ou inférieur à 4, 74
x 104 A/m.

6. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon la revendication 5,
caractérisé en ce que
une largeur de bande relative bwr n'est pas supérieure à 200 % lorsque la largeur de bande relative bwr est obtenue
en extrayant une largeur de bande de fréquence entre deux fréquences auxquelles la valeur de µ" est égale à 50
% du maximum µ"max, et en normalisant la largeur de bande de fréquence à la fréquence centrale de celle-ci.

7. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon la revendication 5 ou 6,
caractérisé en ce que
la composition du matériau magnétique doux (19, 57) est représentée par la formule générale Feα-Alβ-Oγ, ou
la composition du matériau magnétique doux est représentée par la formule générale Feα-Siβ-Oγ.

8. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4,
caractérisé en ce que
le matériau magnétique doux présente la magnétisation de saturation comprise dans une gamme allant de 60 %
à 35 % de la magnétisation de saturation du blindage magnétique métallique constitué uniquement du composant
M, et/ou
le matériau magnétique doux (19, 57) présente une valeur de résistivité électrique en courant continu supérieure
à 500 µΩ·cm, et/ou
le composant X dans le matériau magnétique doux est constituée d'au moins un élément parmi C, le B, Si, Al, Mg,
Ti, Zn, Hf, Sr, Nb, Ta et des éléments des terres rares, et/ou
dans lequel le diamètre moyen de particule du composant particulaire M se présentant sous la forme granulaire
est compris dans une gamme allant de 1 nm à 40 nm, et/ou
le matériau magnétique doux (27, 47, 63) présente un champ magnétique anisotrope Hk égal ou inférieur à 4,74
x 104 A/m.

9. Blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon la revendication 8,
caractérisé en ce que
une largeur de bande relative bwr n'est pas inférieure à 150 % lorsque la largeur de bande relative bwr est obtenue
en extrayant une largeur de bande de fréquence entre deux fréquences auxquelles la valeur de µ" est égale à 50
% du maximum µ"max, et en normalisant la largeur de bande de fréquence à la fréquence centrale de celle-ci.
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10. Circuit électrique comprenant un blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (27, 47, 63) selon la revendication
8, et déployé soit en contact étroit avec le circuit électrique, soit à proximité immédiate de celui-ci.

11. Procédé pour monter un blindage contre les courants à haute fréquence (63) selon la revendication 3 sur un objet
en appliquant une pression à partir du côté du substrat de celui-ci,
caractérisé en ce que
la partie du film magnétique mince (57) où la pression est appliquée est transférée à l'objet.
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